1. Why was Spanner hiding? (page 3 and 4)

2. Why did Spanner gasp? (page 6)

3. Why did Spanner hide under the bed clothes? (page 9)

4. Find three adjectives that describe the Dog Star on page 11.

5. What were the names of the space pirates? (page 14)

6. Why was Spanner wailing? (page 16)

7. The lettering changes on pages 5, 16, 17 and 27. Why do you think this is?

8. The fact that Spanner was frightened saved the space station from the pirates. What did he forget to do? (page 9)

9. What happened to the pirates? (page 24)

10. What did Spanner do to trap them? (page 27)
1. Why was Spanner hiding? (page 3 and 4)
   *He was scared of the ghost film.*
2. Why did Spanner gasp? (page 6)
   *He thought it was a space ghost ship.*
3. Why did Spanner hide under the bed clothes? (page 9)
   *He was still scared.*
4. Find three adjectives that describe the Dog Star on page 11.
   *scruffy, dirty, spooky,*
5. What were the names of the space pirates? (page 14)
   *Draco and Nova.*
6. Why was Spanner wailing? (page 16)
   *He was wailing with fear.*
7. The lettering changes on pages 5, 16, 17 and 27. Why do you think this is?
   *It’s when they are speaking on the video-link.*
8. The fact that Spanner was frightened saved the space station from the pirates. What did he forget to do? (page 9)
   *He forgot to empty the rubbish bins.*
9. What happened to the pirates? (page 24)
   *The pirates fell into the rubbish hatch.*
10. What did Spanner do to trap them? (page 27)
    *He closed the hatch door.*